
Solution Area(s) 
Global Trade Intelligence

About the Product
Cloud-based functionality that 
helps organizations efficiently 
reclassify their parts and products 
as well as set the new HS codes 
to be effective when the updates 
officially go into effect.

 y Save time researching 
new HS codes to replace 
those being phased out

 y Easily schedule HS updates 
to match the official 
customs go-live date.

 y Receive automated alerts 
on HS classifications that 
are no longer valid. 

TO P B E N E F IT S

Streamline the HS Code Reclassification Process 
and Easily Schedule Updates Ahead of Time
Looking to save significant time and effort updating HS codes, such as those 
initiated by the World Customs Organization, U.S. CBP, the European Union 
or other customs jurisdictions around the world. Descartes CustomsInfo 
Manager’s Future Validation can help streamline these classification updates by 
helping users identify which of their HS codes are subject to amendments and 
assist them with the reclassification process. When ready, users can schedule 
their update en masse to seamlessly coincide with the official changeover to 
the new HS codes and tariffs. 
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Reclassification Assistance
Research new HS classification codes precisely  
and efficiently.

Increased Operational Efficiency
Meet update requirements in a timely and accurate 
fashion to keep operations moving smoothly.

Straightforward Data Prep
Prepare new HS codes well in advance of new 
requirements going into effect.

Easy Update Scheduling
Schedule go-live to coincide with the effective date via  
a click of the mouse.

Instantly See Out-of-Date HS Codes
Receive automated alerts that flag HS codes that are  
no longer valid.

Reduced Risk of Missing Updates
Be constantly in the know and minimize the risk of 
missing important new updates.

Quick and Easy Implementation
Web-based functionality that is part of CustomsInfo 
Manager’s suite of global import compliance solutions. 

Strengthened Compliance
The Future Validation functionality significantly helps 
strengthen compliance on an ongoing basis.

Save Significant Time and Effort 
Preparing for and Implementing Bulk 
HS Code Reclassifications
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For countries that pre-publish HS code and tariff information 
updates, Descartes CustomsInfo Manager’s Future Validation 
functionality helps organizations efficiently reclassify their 
products and schedule the transition to be effective on the official 
changeover date. For countries that do not pre-publish, Descartes 
provides a Revalidator tool that flags HS codes no longer 
valid so that users can update the classification accordingly. 
Future Validation and Revalidator are essential tools that help 
organizations stay compliant with ever-changing customs 
regulations on an ongoing basis.


